Background {#Sec1}
==========

Fractions, ratios, and proportions are among the most ubiquitous forms of numerical information encountered in everyday life. Yet, they are also one of the most difficult concepts to learn and even adults frequently fail to process them correctly \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Therefore, understanding the processing and acquisition of fractions and proportions poses one of the most challenging problems in numerical cognition research as well as mathematics education \[[@CR3]\].

In teaching and learning fractions, symbolic and non-symbolic presentation formats are often presented side by side to successfully foster conceptual understanding of proportional relations \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. The present study aims at exploring why these pedagogic approaches might be successful from a neurocognitive perspective. To this end, we aimed at broadening the understanding of mechanisms underlying proportion processing by investigating the neural correlates of processing symbolic fractions and non-symbolic proportions in the human brain. In particular, a shared neural correlate for the magnitude processing of fractions and proportions, independent of their presentation format, might explain the efficacy of these pedagogic approaches.

Before the details of the current study will be outlined, we will give a brief summary of recent advances in numerical cognition research by describing (i) neural networks involved in number processing in general, (ii) processes of symbolic and non-symbolic quantities and their underlying neural correlates in particular, and (iii) argue how our investigation of a common neural substrate for both symbolic and non-symbolic proportion processing can be informative for a better understanding of relative magnitude processing.

Neural networks involved in number processing {#Sec2}
---------------------------------------------

Previous studies on number processing showed that the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) is crucially involved in the processing of absolute quantity and number magnitude \[[@CR7]--[@CR10]\]. To evaluate the processing of magnitude information conveyed by natural numbers and fractions, the numerical distance effect in magnitude comparison tasks has been employed repeatedly. The numerical distance effect reflects the finding of shorter and more accurate responses with larger numerical distance between two to-be-compared numbers (e.g., 1_9 vs. 4_5; \[[@CR11]\]). Importantly, the presence of the numerical distance effect is considered to indicate number magnitude processing in the task at hand \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\].

Behavioral results on the distance effect were substantiated by findings showing that activation within the IPS was negatively correlated with numerical distance in number magnitude comparison tasks for natural numbers (e.g., \[[@CR13]\], but see \[[@CR14]\]). This indicates that the IPS seems to play a crucial role in the representation and processing of number magnitude information \[[@CR13]--[@CR17]\].

However, although neuroimaging research on number processing primarily focused on parietal cortex and especially on the IPS, a rather complex system of functional brain networks was observed to contribute to numerical cognition in general \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. Besides the IPS, numerical distance was also shown to negatively correlate with activation in bilateral prefrontal and precentral cortex, indicating fronto-parietal networks of number magnitude processing \[[@CR9], [@CR20]\]. However, recent research suggests an even broader network to be involved in numerical cognition.

For instance, there is evidence that early perceptual numerical features are decoded in the ventral visual stream, including V1 and the inferior temporal cortex (ITC), before visual-spatial features of numerical quantity are processed in the IPS and the superior parietal lobule (SPL; \[[@CR18], [@CR21]\]). Moreover, it was suggested that a widespread fronto-parietal network, comprising IPS, supramarginal gyrus, supplementary motor areas, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), is involved in planning, executing, and monitoring arithmetic procedures as well as maintaining intermediate results \[[@CR18], [@CR22]--[@CR24]\]. Additionally, DLPFC as well as anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) were also associated with processes of cognitive control to optimize performance by monitoring and adapting task execution as well as inhibiting undesired responses \[[@CR18], [@CR25]--[@CR27]\]. Furthermore, the angular gyrus (AG) was also argued to be involved in verbal retrieval of math facts (\[[@CR10], [@CR28], [@CR29]\], but see \[[@CR15], [@CR30]\]). Finally, the anterior insula and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex were suggested to be involved in processes of guiding and maintaining goal-directed attention \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\].

Thus, although parietal regions, and in particular the IPS, play a central role in numerical cognition, there is growing evidence that cognitive processes such as working memory, cognitive control, and executive functions associated with frontal, temporal, and insular cortex are also vital to access numerical information, employ representations of numerical knowledge, and manipulate quantities during calculations.

Neural processing of symbolic numbers and non-symbolic quantities {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

While the IPS is thought to comprise a notation-independent representation of the magnitude information conveyed by numerals \[[@CR20], [@CR31]\], words \[[@CR9], [@CR32]\], or non-symbolic arrays as quantities \[[@CR33], [@CR34]\], Sokolowski and colleagues \[[@CR35]\] observed several additional areas jointly activated in processing symbolic as well as non-symbolic quantities. As a result of a meta-analysis, the authors reported joint activation of bilateral inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and precuneus as well as left superior parietal lobule (SPL) and right superior frontal gyrus (SFG) during the processing of both symbolic and non-symbolic numbers. Furthermore, Holloway and colleagues \[[@CR36]\] reported a right-sided dominance of joint processing of symbolic and non-symbolic magnitude in right IPL and SPL. Several other studies also indicated that this region is involved in processing symbolic \[[@CR9], [@CR20], [@CR31], [@CR37]\] and non-symbolic numerical magnitude \[[@CR8], [@CR33], [@CR38]\]. Furthermore, Holloway and colleagues \[[@CR36]\] found joint activations for symbolic and non-symbolic magnitude in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) extending to middle frontal gyrus, right anterior insula, ACC, and SFG. Thereby, these findings imply that these brain regions comprise format-independent processing of symbolic and non-symbolic magnitudes.

However, recent research also indicated that symbolic and non-symbolic magnitudes are processed by both overlapping but also distinct neural systems \[[@CR8], [@CR35], [@CR36]\]. The processing of non-symbolic magnitude was observed to involve visual cortex areas due to greater visual demands such as the individuation and summation of non-symbolic items \[[@CR36]\]. The meta-analysis of Sokolowski and colleagues \[[@CR35]\] revealed a right-lateralized fronto-parietal network including right SPL, IPL, precuneus, SFG, and insula as well as middle occipital gyrus involved in non-symbolic number processing compared to symbolic numbers.

In contrast, stronger activation for processing symbolic compared to non-symbolic numbers was found in right supramarginal gyrus, IPL, and left AG. Holloway and colleagues \[[@CR36]\] also reported involvement of left AG as well as superior temporal gyrus during symbolic compared to non-symbolic number processing. These regions have repeatedly been reported to be important during exact calculation \[[@CR28], [@CR34]\] and arithmetic fact retrieval \[[@CR29], [@CR39]\].

Thus, previous research suggests that the human brain seems to represent numerical magnitude both format-dependent as well as format-independent, and thus, abstract \[[@CR35]\].

Neural correlates of processing symbolic fractions and non-symbolic proportions {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent studies indicated that the same brain regions associated with processing absolute magnitude are also involved in processing fractions and proportions, and thus, relative magnitude in general \[[@CR40]--[@CR43]\]. Importantly, the magnitude of a fraction (e.g., ¼) might be represented by the numerical magnitude of the fraction as a whole (e.g., .25) or involve separate representations of the magnitudes of numerator and denominator. Ischebeck and colleagues \[[@CR41]\] found that activation within the right IPS, right medial frontal gyrus, and middle occipital gyrus was only modulated by the overall numerical distance between fractions and was not influenced by numerator or denominator distances. Therefore, these authors concluded that fraction magnitude is represented holistically at the neural level.

Moreover, Jacob and Nieder \[[@CR42]\] provided evidence that the processing of fraction magnitude within the IPS seems to be independent of presentation format. Using a functional MRI adaptation (fMRA) paradigm, participants were habituated to a given fraction number (e.g., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$${\raise0.7ex\hbox{$1$} \!\mathord{\left/ {\vphantom {1 6}}\right.\kern-0pt} \!\lower0.7ex\hbox{$6$}}$$\end{document}$) and were then presented with either a deviant fraction number (e.g., ½) or fraction word (e.g., 'one-half'). During adaptation, the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal decreased. When presented with deviants, signal in bilateral IPS, bilateral prefrontal cortex, and a small cluster in the right cingulate cortex recovered as a function of numerical distance between deviant and adapted fraction magnitude. This effect was independent of presentation format. This suggests that the same populations of neurons seem to code the same fraction magnitude, irrespective of presentation format.

Jacob and Nieder \[[@CR43]\] also observed that the BOLD signal in bilateral IPS and lateral prefrontal cortex decreased during the adaptation phase in an fMRA experiment using non-symbolic proportions (e.g., proportions of line lengths or numerosities). Again, BOLD signal recovered when presented with a deviant stimulus as a function of the distance between the deviant and the adapted proportion with strongest effects in bilateral anterior IPS. Further clusters of activations were found in bilateral prefrontal and precentral regions with seemingly right-lateralized dominance.

Taken together, previous work indicates that a network comprising bilateral IPS, prefrontal cortex, middle occipital gyrus, and cingulate cortex, which was reported to be activated for processing absolute numerical magnitude, is also activated when relative magnitude needs to be processed, irrespective of presentation format (for a brief overview see \[[@CR13]\]).

The present study {#Sec5}
-----------------

So far, a common neural substrate for processing proportion magnitude was observed only for (i) symbolic fractions and fraction words \[[@CR42]\], (ii) proportional line lengths and non-symbolic numerosities \[[@CR43]\], and (iii) different pairs of symbolic fractions (\[[@CR41]\], e.g., same denominator: 2/7 vs. 5/7; same nominator: 3/5 vs. 3/8; mixed pairs: 2/3 vs. 1/5). Thus, it has not yet been investigated systematically whether both symbolic and non-symbolic proportions have a common neural substrate for relative magnitude processing reflected by shared activation for processing relative magnitude independent of presentation format. However, this is an important question: in teaching and learning settings, symbolic and non-symbolic presentation formats of fractions and proportions are often used side by side to introduce and foster the understanding of proportional relations. To allow for a better and easier-to-grasp conceptual understanding of proportionality aspects, symbolic fractions in particular are often presented and illustrated using non-symbolic pie charts and proportional dot patterns \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR44]--[@CR47]\]. Additionally, understanding of fraction magnitude is usually supported by references to its respective equivalent in decimal notations \[[@CR48]\]. Furthermore, non-symbolic proportions can be displayed either discretely involving countable units such as patterns of, for instance, blue and yellow dots or continuously without segmentation as in pie charts to support the conceptual understanding of fractions. Therefore, the current study aimed at investigating whether magnitude processing of symbolic and non-symbolic proportions has a common neural substrate. We conducted an fMRI study using magnitude comparison tasks with symbolic (e.g., fractions and decimals) and non-symbolic proportions (e.g., dot patterns and pie charts), respectively.

As an indicator of magnitude-related processing, we specifically considered the numerical distance effect in our analyses. In a two-stage procedure, we first evaluated distance-related activations in proportion processing in different formats before addressing the issue of a common neural substrate underlying both symbolic and non-symbolic proportion processing.

Because of the similarity of decimals to integers, we expected activation in areas typically associated with the processing of symbolic numbers for the processing of decimals. These areas involve bilateral IPS, left AG, and supramarginal gyrus \[[@CR21], [@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Additional to activations in bilateral IPS, we expected stronger frontal activations in SMA, DLPFC, and ACC for the processing of fraction magnitude due to higher cognitive and working memory demands reflecting additional computations necessary for accessing fraction magnitude \[[@CR18], [@CR25], [@CR26], [@CR41]\]. For proportions reflected by dot patterns, comparable cognitive and working memory demands were expected, and thus, activations in frontal areas such as DLPFC and ACC in addition to IPS \[[@CR43]\]. Furthermore, we hypothesized that dot patterns should elicit stronger activations in visual-occipital areas because of higher visual demands as well as right IPS due to their non-symbolic nature \[[@CR8], [@CR33], [@CR36], [@CR38]\]. For pie charts, we expected activations in a fronto-parietal network including SMA, DLPFC and IPS as well as in occipital brain regions due to necessary visual processing and evaluations of part-whole relations as well as the resulting working memory demands.

As all previous studies on processing fractions or non-symbolic proportions showed an involvement of bilateral intraparietal cortex with a right-lateralized preference as well as activations in PFC, we also expected to find joint magnitude-related fronto-parietal activation in bilateral IPS and PFC for all four presentation formats.

Methods {#Sec6}
=======

Participants {#Sec7}
------------

Twenty-four right-handed volunteers (13 female, mean age = 23.2 years; *SD *= 2.99 years) participated in the study. All participants were university students. After being informed about the experimental procedure, they gave their written consent in accordance with the protocol of the local Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of Tuebingen. All participants reported normal or corrected to normal vision and no previous history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. They received monetary compensation for their participation.

Design and procedure {#Sec8}
--------------------

We employed a block design with alternating comparison task blocks in four conditions (i.e., fraction, decimal, pie chart, dot pattern comparison tasks). Blocks were presented in pseudo-random order. In total, we ran 24 blocks (six blocks per condition) consisting of one practice trial and four critical trials each. Thus, the experiment consisted of six practice and 24 experimental trials per condition (24 practice and 96 experimental trials in total). Each task block was built as follows: at the beginning of each block, a cue indicating the upcoming proportion type for the next five trials was presented for 500 ms. Subsequently, a black screen was presented for 4000 ms. The cue was the fraction 1/4 shown in the different presentation formats in the center of the screen against grey background. Afterwards, critical trials were presented starting with a black fixation cross against grey background for 500 ms, followed by the presentation of a proportion stimulus for up to 5000 ms. Participants had to respond within this time limit by pressing one of two MRI compatible response buttons with either their left (indicating left proportion larger) or right thumb (indicating right proportion larger). When participants responded faster than the given 5000 ms, a mask was presented in the remaining time (visual noise consisting of blue, yellow, and grey pixels). Then the next trial was presented. The procedure of the beginning of a block is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. There was no jitter between successive stimuli. At the end of each block, a black screen was shown for 6000 ms.Fig. 1Illustration of the experimental procedure at the beginning of each block (i.e., one out of five trials)

Stimuli {#Sec9}
-------

We applied four different presentation formats of proportions: fractions, decimals, pie charts, and dot patterns (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For each of these four presentation formats, we constructed 30 items. Proportions were presented in pairs with the magnitude of the first proportion ranging from .13 to .86 and of the second proportion ranging from .22 to .89. Absolute distances between proportions ranged from .02 to .69.Fig. 2Example stimuli (7/9 vs. 2/3) for the four different presentation formats. **a** Fractions, **b** decimals, **c** pie charts and **d** dot patterns

We first generated the symbolic fraction items and converted them into the other presentation formats. Numerators of the fractions ranged from 1 to 8 and denominators from 2 to 9. Fractions were constructed such that in half of the items the comparison of numerators and denominators was either congruent or incongruent with the comparison of overall fraction magnitude. In this context, congruency means that separate comparisons of numerator and denominator magnitudes yielded the same answer as the comparison of the overall magnitudes of fraction pairs (e.g., 1/5 \< 2/9 with 1 \< 2 and 5 \< 9). In incongruent pairs, separate comparisons of numerator and denominator magnitudes yielded opposing answers as compared to the overall magnitude of the fractions (e.g., 5/9 \< 2/3, but 5 \> 2 and 9 \> 3). Hence, participants could not solve the task correctly, when relying on the magnitude of numerators or denominators only. In the next step, we constructed decimals by dividing numerators by denominators and rounding up the result to two digits after the decimal mark. Fractions as well as decimals were presented in blue (RGB-values: 53, 85, 204; font type: Arial; font size: 80) on a grey background (RGB-values: 204, 204, 204). One proportion was located on the left half (x/y-coordinates: 356/384 px), whereas the other one was located on the right half (x/y-coordinates: 668/384 px) of the screen (screen resolution: 1024 ×  px).

Pie charts were drawn by dividing circles into two pie segments according to the magnitude of the respective fraction items. For instance, 5/9 was drawn by coloring 5/9 of the pie in blue (same blue as for fractions) and 4/9 in yellow (RGB-values: 203, 187, 0). The same grey as for fractions and decimals was used as a background color. Moreover, the location of the yellow part varied pseudo-randomly. We varied the size of the circles such that in half of the items the larger proportion was also larger according to the visual area of the blue pie segment, whereas in the other half of the items it was smaller. Thereby, we ensured that participants could not select the larger proportion by relying only on the visual area of pie segments. The diameter of pies ranged from 95 to 289 px.

Dot patterns were drawn on an invisible rectangular area of size 491 × 363 px in the center of the left and the right side of the screen. Location of dots was varied randomly in these invisible rectangular areas. Diameter of dots varied randomly from 21 to 98 px. Dot patterns were colored according to the fractions they denoted using the same colors as for pie charts. For instance, the dot pattern of 5/9 was drawn by coloring five dots in blue and four dots in yellow (and thus, 5 out of 9 dots were colored in blue). Moreover, we equated the sum of the yellow and blue areas of the dots across the two dot patterns which had to be compared to ensure that participants could not rely on visual area when comparing the dot patterns.

fMRI data acquisition {#Sec10}
---------------------

MRI data were acquired using a 3T Siemens Magnetom TrioTim MRI system (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). A high resolution T1-weighted anatomical scan (TR = 2300 s, matrix = 256 × 256, 176 slices, voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm^3^; FOV = 256 mm^2^, TE = 2.92 ms; flip angle = 8°) was collected at the end of the experimental session. All functional measurements covered the whole brain using standard echo-planar-imaging (EPI) sequences (TR = 2400 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 80°; FOV = 220 mm^2^, 88 × 88 matrix; 42 slices, voxel size = 2.5 × 2.5 × 3.0 mm^3^, gap = 10%).

FMRI data was acquired in a single run. Total scanning time was approximately 20 min. We included pauses between blocks in which a black screen was presented for 6000 ms.

Behavioral data analysis {#Sec11}
------------------------

We analyzed both reaction times and accuracy. A first inspection of the distribution of reaction times showed that they were strongly skewed to the right. To approach normal distribution while conserving statistical power, we used the inverse transformation and transformed reaction times into speed with measurement unit 1/sec \[[@CR49]\].

We analyzed speed by running a linear mixed effects model (LME) and accuracy by running a generalized linear mixed model (GLME) with logit as link function and assuming a binomial error distribution. We ran (G)LME instead of analysis of variances (ANOVA) to be able to include random effects for both, participants and items to take into account that besides drawing only a sample of participants, we also included only a sample of all possible items \[[@CR50]\]. Moreover, running ANOVA on accuracy (or error data) can result in spurious effects \[[@CR51]\]. In the LME, we included fixed effects of condition (fractions, decimals, pie charts, and dot patterns) and distance between proportions as well as their interaction, random intercepts for participants as well as items (crossed random effects), and a random slope for condition (i.e., a maximal model; \[[@CR52]\]). In the GLME, we included the same fixed effects and random intercepts for participants and items. Moreover, we effect-coded the predictor condition and centered the continuous predictor distance.

We considered only correctly solved trials in the analysis of speed. Additionally, we removed trials with absolute z-scaled residuals of the full model larger than ± 3. In total, we considered 82.6% of all trials for the analysis of speed.

Statistical analyses were run using R \[[@CR53]\] and the R package lme4 for running (G)LME \[[@CR54]\]. *p* values for fixed effects of LME were calculated running *F* tests using the Kenward--Roger approximation for degrees of freedom \[[@CR55]\]. For GLME, we ran likelihood ratio tests (LRT). These methods are available via the R package afex \[[@CR56]\]. Post-hoc tests were run using the R package multcomp \[[@CR57]\] and corrected for multiple testing using the false discovery rate procedure by Benjamini and Hochberg \[[@CR58]\].

fMRI data analysis {#Sec12}
------------------

fMRI data analysis was performed using SPM12 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>). Images were slice-time corrected, motion corrected, and realigned to each participant's mean image. Motion parameters did not exceed 2.5 mm translation in total (i.e., they did not exceed voxel size) and a head rotation of 1.5 degree in pitch, roll, and yaw in total. Therefore, none of the participants had to be excluded from the analyses because of head movements. The mean image was co-registered with the whole-brain volume. Imaging data was then normalized into standard stereotaxic MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Canada). Images were resampled every 2.5 mm using 4th degree spline interpolation to obtain isovoxel and then smoothed with a 8 mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel to accommodate inter-subject variation in brain anatomy and to increase signal-to-noise ratio in the images. The data were high-pass filtered (128 s) to remove low-frequency noise components and corrected for autocorrelation assuming an AR(1) process.

The onsets of the four presentation formats (i.e., fractions, decimals, pie charts, dot patterns) were entered as separate conditions in the GLM. As regressors of interest, logarithmic overall distance as first and reaction times as second parametric modulation of the conditions were added on the single-participant level. We decided to use overall distance (instead of reaction times) as the first parametric modulator due to its specific numerical features. Parametric modulators are serially orthogonalised in SPM. Therefore, only variance not explained by the first modulator can be explained by the second modulator. Consequently, logarithmic distance entered the model first, because its inherent numerical quality was of particular interest. Generally, no supra-threshold activation was found for the parametric modulation of RT unless stated otherwise. Movement parameters estimated at the realignment stage of preprocessing were included as covariates of no interest. Brain activation was convolved over all experimental trials with the canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF) as implemented in SPM12 and its time and dispersion derivatives.

We performed a three-stage analysis. First, we evaluated activation associated with the distance effect in all four presentation formats, respectively, to examine specific magnitude-related brain activation in proportion processing. Second, in an exploratory analysis, we examined format-specific activations of both symbolic and non-symbolic relative magnitudes. Third, analogous to previous studies on proportion processing \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\], a conjunction analysis was calculated as implemented in SPM12 (conjunction null, see \[[@CR59]\]) to identify brain activation common in all four presentation formats during magnitude processing.

The SPM Anatomy Toolbox \[[@CR60]\], available for all published cytoarchitectonic maps (<http://www.fz-juelich.de/ime/spm_anatomy_toolbox>), was used for anatomical localization of effects where applicable. In areas not yet implemented, the anatomical automatic labelling tool (AAL) in SPM12 (<http://www.cyceron.fr/web/aalanatomical_automatic_labeling.html>) was used.

If not stated otherwise, thresholds for statistical inference were set at FWE-corrected *p* \< .05 at the voxel level, corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level to FWE-corrected *p* \< .05 with a cluster size of *k *= 10 voxels.

An uncorrected statistical threshold of *p *\< .001 was chosen for the conjunction analysis because four conditions of interest needed to significantly modulate the fMRI signal in a given region in the conjunction analysis. The effective *p* value for a conjunction analysis is the square of the *p* values for each component. Therefore, a more liberal threshold for such a conservative statistical procedure is justified \[[@CR36]\].

Results {#Sec13}
=======

Behavioral results {#Sec14}
------------------

Mean speed of participants in the four conditions for fractions, decimals, pie charts, and dot patterns, respectively, was: *M*~*fractions*~ = .57 (*SD *= .15) items/sec, *M*~*decimals*~ = 1.14 (*SD *= .17) items/sec, *M*~*pies*~ = .91 (*SD *= .17) items/sec, and *M*~*dots*~ = .60 (*SD *= .20) items/sec. Moreover, mean accuracy in the four conditions for fractions, decimals, pie charts, and dot patterns, respectively, were: *M*~*fractions*~= 81.1% (*SD *= 10.9%), *M*~*decimals*~ = 99.2% (*SD *= 1.5%), *M*~*pies*~ = 91.5% (*SD *= 4.8%), and *M*~*dots*~ = 72.5% (*SD *= 12.6%).

In the next step, we ran a LME with condition, distance between proportions as well as their interaction as fixed effects and speed as dependent variable testing for statistical significance of these differences. All three *F* tests were highly significant \[condition: *F*(3, 27.97) = 112.77, *p* \< .001, distance: *F*(1, 49.81) = 133.76, *p* \< .001, and condition × distance: *F*(3, 30.48) = 20.06, *p* \< .001\]. This indicated that participants' speed differed between conditions. Pairwise post hoc comparisons revealed that except for the difference between fractions and dot patterns (*p* = .567) speed in all conditions differed significantly from each other (all *p* \< .001). Additionally, the significant distance indicated that across all conditions speed increased with the overall numerical distance, slope = .55 items/sec (*SE* = .05). However, the significant interaction indicated that distance effects varied between conditions. Mean distance effects (*SE* in parenthesis) in the separate conditions were for fractions: .52 (.07) items/sec, *z* = 7.42, *p* \< .001, for decimals: .20 (.05) items/sec, *z* = 3.85, *p* \< .001, for pies: .77 (.07) items/sec, *z* = 10.39, *p* \< .001, and for dots: .69 (.09) items/sec, *z* = 7.40, *p* \< .001, respectively. This indicated that we observed significant distance effects in all four presentation formats. Post-hoc analyses indicated that the distance effect for decimals differed significantly from distance effects of all other presentation formats (*p* \< .001). Moreover, distance effects of fractions and pie charts differed significantly from each other (*p* = .013). Other pairwise comparisons were not significant (*p* \> .139). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a gives an overview of the distance effects for speed data.Fig. 3Distance effects in the four conditions (dot patterns, pie charts, fractions, and decimals) for (**a**) speed and (**b**) accuracy. Accuracy was calculated by transforming log odds into percentages

We also evaluated performance differences in accuracy between conditions by running a GLME with the same factors. Again, all three LRT for fixed effects were significant \[condition: *χ*^2^(3) = 210.64, *p* \< .001, distance: *χ*^2^(1) = 100.75, *p* \< .001, and condition × distance: *χ*^2^(3) = 10.28, *p* = .016\]. Estimated log odds (SE in parenthesis) of the four conditions were for fractions: 1.96 (.19), in  % = 87.6%, for decimals: 6.63 (1.26), in  % = 99.9%, for pie charts: 3.641 (.34), in  % = 97.4%, and for dots: 1.30 (.17), in  % = 78.6%, respectively. Pairwise post hoc comparisons revealed that log odds of all conditions differed from each other significantly (all *p* \< .021). Moreover, the significant distance effect indicated that participants' accuracy increased with the overall numerical distance between two proportions, slope in log odds = 13.69, *SE* = 2.87. However, again the significant interaction between condition and distance indicated that distance effects differed between conditions. Mean distance effects in log odds (*SE* in parenthesis) in the separate conditions were for fractions: 9.37 (1.60), *z* = 5.86, *p* \< .001, for decimals: 20.57 (10.52), *z* = 1.96, *p* = .051, for pie charts: 16.75 (3.02), *z* = 5.55, *p* \< .001, and for dots: 8.05 (1.25), *z* = 6.46, *p* \< .001, respectively. Pairwise post hoc comparisons revealed that only distance effects for dot patterns and pie charts differed significantly (*p* = .033), whereas all other comparisons were not significant (all *p* \> .067). Distance effects for different conditions are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b.

Imaging results {#Sec15}
---------------

### Evaluating magnitude processing in different presentation formats {#Sec16}

#### Fractions {#Sec17}

Numerical distance in fraction processing was associated with significantly increasing activation in right IPS, bilateral SMA and bilateral frontal gyrus for decreasing distance (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Table 1Distance effect in proportion magnitude comparison for different presentation formatsContrastBrain regionMNI (x, y, z)*kt*FractionsRH inferior parietal lobule (hIP2)43− 4253315.43RH inferior parietal lobule (hIP3)^a^46− 4555RH supplementary motor area823451017.59LH supplementary motor area^a^− 71848LH middle frontal gyrus− 4728331766.58LH inferior frontal gyrus^a^− 402133LH middle frontal gyrus− 27850295.92RH precentral gyrus36330235.73LH superior medial gyrus− 73340115.66RH inferior frontal gyrus463125906.98RH superior frontal gyrus212155345.90Dot patternsRH superior parietal lobule (hIP3)33− 5260946.05LH superior parietal lobule− 30− 5763736.37RH superior frontal gyrus26363416.54LH anterior cingulate gyrus− 152628135.97RH calcarine gyrus12− 7018135.27LH caudate− 20618125.69LH calcarine gyrus− 17− 751019537.75LH middle occipital gyrus^a^− 42− 800LH cuneus^a^− 2− 7518RH inferior occipital gyrus^a^43− 75− 8Pie chartsRH middle occipital gyrus28− 753320949.69RH superior occipital gyrus^a^26− 7538RH inferior occipital gyrus^a^43− 75− 5RH inferior temporal gyrus^a^46− 80− 3RH inferior parietal lobule (hIP2)^a^41− 4048RH superior parietal lobule (hIP3)^a^28− 6060LH superior parietal lobule− 22− 65632476.62LH inferior parietal lobule (hIP3)^a^− 35− 5053RH middle cingulate cortex8164583611.46LH middle cingulate cortex^a^− 51845RH precentral gyrus466285329.32RH inferior frontal gyrus^a^482825RH insula362133978.93RH inferior frontal gyrus^a^3326− 5LH insula− 321832049.36LH inferior frontal gyrus− 601125726.41LH precentral gyrus− 45140375.43LH inferior occipital gyrus− 42− 75− 10108611.79LH middle occipital gyrus^a^− 42− 858LH superior occipital gyrus^a^− 25− 8025LH calcarine gyrus− 15− 72107068.68RH calcarine gyrus^a^16− 6713DecimalsRH inferior parietal lobule (hIP2)48− 4045955.96RH postcentral gyrus^a^43− 3260LH inferior parietal lobule (hIP3)− 37− 5258215.41LH superior parietal lobule^a^− 30− 5763LH inferior parietal lobule− 27− 4548125.45LH supramarginal gyrus− 60− 4530245.59LH lingual gyrus− 15− 55− 104687.38LH fusiform gyurs^a^− 37− 37− 23RH inferior temporal gyrus51− 62− 10505.83RH fusiform gyrus^a^41− 57− 13LH inferior occipital gyrus− 45− 75− 133447.60LH middle occipital gyrus^a^− 50− 75− 3LH middle temporal gyrus^a^− 52− 7013LH Superior temporal gyrus− 42− 353607.05LH middle temporal gyrus− 55− 5515455.72LH superior temporal gyrus^a^− 57− 4515RH temporal pole5116− 23155.89LH middle temporal gyrus− 57− 378145.50LH precentral gyrus− 40− 240595.81LH inferior frontal gyrus− 4528− 3475.56LH inferior frontal gyrus− 421315296.66RH superior frontal gyrus21− 1575256.21RH precentral gyrus43− 1758165.32LH Middle frontal gyrus− 452640165.81LH middle frontal gyrus− 352130125.71LH posterior insula− 30− 2013285.72LH insula− 35213105.17LH cuneus− 2− 77187427.51LH calcarine gyrus^a^− 15− 7213LH superior occipital gyrus^a^− 12− 8023RH lingual gyrus18− 47− 3436.60LH putamen− 30− 12− 8185.71LH paracentral lobule− 10− 3275135.11Activations were thresholded at a whole-brain FWE-corrected *p* value of \< .05 with a cluster size of *k* = 10 voxels and reported only when they remained significant following FWE-correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster-level at *p* \< .05 FWE. Cerebellar activations are not reported due to incomplete coverage of the cerebellum depending on individual head size*k* cluster size; *LH* left hemisphere; *MNI* Montreal Neurological Institute; *RH* right hemisphere; *t* t value^a^Minor maximum Fig. 4Significant patterns of activation found for distance in the four presentation formats fractions, dot patterns, pie charts, and decimals

#### Dot patterns {#Sec18}

Numerical distance in processing dot patterns was associated with activation in bilateral IPS, left ACC, right SFG as well as visual cortex such as left middle and right inferior occipital gyrus with decreasing distance (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

#### Pie charts {#Sec19}

Numerical distance in the processing of pie charts revealed activation in bilateral IPS, large bilateral occipital regions extending to parietal and temporal areas and bilateral IFG with decreasing distance. Further activation was observed in bilateral insula, bilateral precentral gyrus and bilateral MCC (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

#### Decimals {#Sec20}

Numerical distance in decimal processing was associated with activation in bilateral IPS, left occipito-temporal regions, left fusiform gyrus and frontal areas with a left-lateralized dominance with decreasing distance. Further clusters of activated voxels were observed in left insula and bilateral precentral gyrus (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

### Specific correlates of symbolic and non-symbolic proportional magnitudes {#Sec21}

Additionally, an exploratory analysis of specific activations associated with processing symbolic and non-symbolic proportional magnitudes was conducted. Because the activation for theses contrasts did not survive FWE-correction on a whole-brain level, activations were thresholded at a whole-brain p value of \< .001 uncorrected and only reported when they remained significant for multiple comparisons at the cluster-level at p \< .05 FWE-corrected. This analysis revealed the following results.

#### Symbolic vs. non-symbolic magnitudes {#Sec22}

Distance in processing of symbolic (i.e., fractions and decimals) versus non-symbolic magnitudes (i.e., pie charts and dot patterns) indicated higher activation in bilateral middle frontal gyrus, left SFG, right SMA and left AG (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) with decreasing numerical distance.Table 2Activations for distance in symbolic vs. non-symbolic as well as non-symbolic vs. symbolic presentation formatsContrastBrain regionMNI (x, y, z)*kt*Symbolic vs. non-symb.LH superior frontal gyrus− 2021432866.45LH middle frontal gyrus^a^− 502333LH angular gyrus− 37− 60282734.59LH middle occipital gyrus^a^− 42− 7233RH supplementary motor area2113332296.77RH middle frontal gyrus^a^26828Non-symb. vs. symbolicRH inferior temporal gyrus48− 72− 510466.05RH middle occipital gyrus^a^33− 7515RH superior parietal lobule^a^21− 7243LH middle occipital gyrus− 40− 7535875.47RH middle cingulate cortex813433905.76RH insula432302214.54RH putamen^a^28310RH caudate nucleus^a^16138RH superior frontal gyrus236631325.31Activations were thresholded at a whole-brain *p* value of \< .001 uncorrected with a cluster size of *k* = 10 voxels and reported only when they remained significant following FWE-correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster-level at *p* \< .05 FWE-corrected. Cerebellar activations are not reported due to incomplete coverage of the cerebellum depending on individual head size*k* cluster size; LH left hemisphere; *MNI* Montreal Neurological Institute; RH right hemisphere; *t t* value^a^Minor maximum Fig. 5Activations found for the contrast of distance in symbolic vs. non-symbolic and non-symbolic vs. symbolic presentation formats

#### Non-symbolic vs. symbolic magnitudes {#Sec23}

Numerical distance in non-symbolic versus symbolic magnitudes was associated with higher activations in a widespread temporal network extending to parietal and occipital cortex, left middle occipital gyrus, right MCC, insula and SFG (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

### Conjunction analysis of the distance effect {#Sec24}

As previous studies evaluated shared neural correlates of magnitude processing for fractions and fraction words, we conducted a conjunction analysis (\[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]; conjunction null, see \[[@CR59]\]) to evaluate the hypothesis of a common neural correlate of magnitude processing for symbolic and non-symbolic proportions. The conjunction analysis revealed significant joint activation in right SPL (hIP3) as well as bilateral occipital regions (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Table 3Joint activations across the four conditions (i.e., fractions, decimals, dot patterns, pie charts) for distance as revealed by the conjunction analysisContrastBrain regionMNI (x, y, z)*kt*ConjunctionRH superior parietal lobule (hIP3)31− 6060464.50LH calcarine gyrus− 17− 75132765.55RH calcarine gyrus^a^16− 6718LH cuneus^a^− 2− 7520RH superior occipital gyrus^a^23− 7528LH inferior occipital gyrus− 40− 72− 8764.76LH superior occipital gyrus− 25− 7030734.60RH middle occipital gyrus46− 820223.88RH inferior occipital gyrus^a^43− 80− 3Activations were thresholded at a whole-brain *p* value of \< .001 uncorrected with a cluster size of *k* = 10 voxels. Cerebellar activations are not reported due to incomplete coverage of the cerebellum depending on individual head size*k* cluster size; *LH* left hemisphere; *MNI* Montreal Neurological Institute; RH right hemisphere; *t t* value^a^Minor maximum Fig. 6Significant joint activation across the four conditions for distance (e.g., fractions, decimals, dot patterns, pie charts)

Discussion {#Sec25}
==========

The present study aimed at investigating whether the processing of symbolic and non-symbolic proportions draws on a common underlying neural substrate. Recent neuroimaging evidence indicated that symbolic fractions \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\] and non-symbolic proportions \[[@CR43]\] are processed within a fronto-parietal network including the IPS. Synced with evidence on whole number processing (e.g., \[[@CR10], [@CR13]\] for overviews) this suggests that both absolute and relative magnitude information seem to be processed within this brain area. Nevertheless, a systematic evaluation of brain areas jointly activated when processing symbolic *and* non-symbolic proportion magnitude was missing so far. Therefore, we systematically evaluated the neural correlates of processing symbolic fractions and decimals as well as non-symbolic dot patterns and pie charts in the same experiment. Most importantly, we observed evidence for a common neural substrate in right IPS as well as bilateral visual cortex for processing relative magnitude irrespective of presentation format. In the following, we will first discuss this joint activation found for symbolic and non-symbolic proportions before addressing distance-related activation observed for symbolic and non-symbolic formats and in each presentation format separately.

A common neural substrate for processing relative magnitude {#Sec26}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We observed a common neural substrate for processing symbolic and non-symbolic proportions in an occipito-parietal network comprising the right IPS. Within this network, IPS activation seems to reflect processing of abstract relative magnitude (e.g. \[[@CR9], [@CR16], [@CR34], [@CR37]\]), whereas activation in occipital areas might rather reflect higher order visual processing as well as decoding of the visual form \[[@CR15], [@CR18], [@CR21]\], which helps to process semantic features of quantity.

Recent research revealed a right-hemispheric preference for the processing of absolute number magnitude \[[@CR9], [@CR31], [@CR32]\]. As such, the right IPS seems to specifically underlie the semantic representation of numerical distances \[[@CR61]\]. This right-hemispheric preference for the processing of magnitude was reported for both symbolic and non-symbolic quantities (e.g., \[[@CR8]\]). Importantly, our data showed joint activation for magnitude processing of symbolic and non-symbolic proportions in an occipito-parietal network including the right IPS. Thus, besides absolute magnitude also relative magnitude information seems to be processed in right IPS, irrespective of presentation format. Importantly, this seems to reflect a neural correlate of an abstract concept for relative magnitude. This is in line with propositions of the triple code model of numerical cognition that numerical magnitude and mental arithmetic are represented and processed within the IPS \[[@CR10], [@CR13], [@CR62], [@CR63]\]. Importantly, recent evidence suggested that the respective parietal cortex areas might subserve an abstract, notation-independent representation for both absolute and relative magnitude (\[[@CR9], [@CR41]--[@CR43], [@CR64]\], but see \[[@CR65]\] for a more detailed discussion of this point). The results of our conjunction analysis support this assumption. Moreover, our data also extended previous research on proportion processing because so far only the processing of either symbolic fractions \[[@CR41]\], fractions and fraction words \[[@CR42]\] or non-symbolic proportions \[[@CR43]\] was investigated on the neural level. In the present study, we systematically investigated common neural activation for the processing of both symbolic and non-symbolic formats. Our results are also in line with recent research suggesting that humans (and animals) are not necessarily born with a "sense of number"---the ability to perceive, manipulate and understand discrete numerosities \[[@CR66]--[@CR68]\]---but rather a generalized and abstract "sense of magnitude" for the processing of both, numerosities and continuous magnitudes (e.g., size, area, and density; for a review, see \[[@CR69]\]). As the present study found a shared neural correlate for both discrete (e.g., fractions and dot patterns) as well as continuous relative magnitudes (e.g., decimals and pie charts) in symbolic and non-symbolic presentation formats, the results further support the idea of such a generalized magnitude system.

Additionally, we found activation in bilateral visual cortex (bilateral superior, bilateral inferior, right middle occipital gyrus). These brain regions are involved in higher order visual processing and decoding of the visual form \[[@CR15], [@CR18], [@CR21]\]. Furthermore, the ventral visual stream is anchored in the lateral occipital cortex (LOC; \[[@CR19]\]). This stream plays an important role in number representation and magnitude manipulation as it interacts with the IPS for the semantic representation and procedural manipulation of quantity \[[@CR19]\]. Importantly, the ventral visual stream areas in the occipital gyrus are not only co-activated with the IPS during numerical and arithmetic processing, but their activation also increases with task complexity \[[@CR19], [@CR70], [@CR71]\]. Hence, our data point to higher order visual processing during relative magnitude processing in the ventral visual stream which may reflect the complexity of accessing relative magnitude information.

This task complexity might also be reflected by the distance effect, an effect that is often associated with task difficulty as difficulty increases when the distance between two to-be-compared numbers decreases \[[@CR11]\]. The distance effect for symbolic and non-symbolic proportions was observed in the behavioral data. We found differences in distance effects for error rates and reaction times between the different presentation formats. While error rates and reaction times were highest for fractions and dot patterns, comparing pie charts---and even more so decimals---led to faster and more accurate responses. Increasing response times and error rates might reflect influences of task difficulty. Therefore, behavioral data seemed to indicate that accessing magnitude information of proportional relations might not be the only mechanisms involved. This is also reflected in the neural data.

The IPS was previously associated with tasks requiring specific attention due to higher levels of difficulty \[[@CR72]--[@CR74]\]. In studies on number processing the distance effect is a prominent paradigm (e.g., \[[@CR9], [@CR41]\]). However, this effect is strongly modulated by difficulty: as the distance between two numerals decreases, error rates as well as response times, and hence, difficulty increases. Thus, the observed activation in IPS during numerical tasks might also be driven by task difficulty. Yet, previous studies found activations in the IPS for either passive listening to number words \[[@CR75]\] or passive viewing of symbolic numbers versus letters and colors \[[@CR37]\]. Therefore, we are confident that particularly activation in right intraparietal regions, as observed in the present conjunction analysis, reflects processing of (relative) magnitude information over and beyond influences of task difficulty.

Specific activations for symbolic and non-symbolic presentation formats {#Sec27}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The contrast between symbolic (i.e., fractions and decimals) and non-symbolic presentation formats (i.e., dot patterns and pie charts) indicated activation in a fronto-parietal network comprising left AG, left superior and middle frontal gyrus, and right SMA. In line with previous research, activation found for symbolic vs. non-symbolic proportions showed a left-lateralized preference \[[@CR34]\].

The left AG has been previously associated with verbally-mediated processes such as the retrieval of arithmetic facts and symbolic numerical processing \[[@CR10], [@CR28], [@CR29], [@CR36]\]. Holloway and colleagues \[[@CR36]\] argued that the left AG mediates the mapping between a visual form and its semantic referent, that is, between numerical symbols and their magnitudes. However, recent research indicated that the AG plays a more domain-general attentional role that may not be specific to math fact retrieval \[[@CR30], [@CR76]\]. In particular, Bloechle and colleagues \[[@CR30]\] proposed that the left AG adjusts and adapts relative attentional demands in the neural networks associated with fact retrieval and magnitude manipulation. For accessing magnitude information of decimals a symbol-to-referent mapping in the left AG seems plausible. However, accessing the magnitude of a fraction might require additional computational steps. This might involve increased attentional effort or more demanding symbol-to-referent mapping during the decoding of several numerals of the fraction itself. Thus, the role of the left AG in our data might reflect both scenarios---higher attentional demands or symbol-to-referent mapping.

Furthermore, activation of the left SFG and right SMA may be assumed to reflect goal creation, procedural steps as well as the generation of strategies for solving multi-step problems during the processing of symbolic proportions \[[@CR13]\].

In contrast, processing non-symbolic proportions indicated specific activation within the ventral visual stream (bilateral middle occipital gyrus, right inferior temporal gyrus, and right superior parietal lobule), right insula, left MCC, and right SFG. The large cluster of bilateral occipital activation might reflect higher visual demands of the non-symbolic presentation formats. Furthermore, activation of the ventral visual stream might point to the involvement of visuo-spatial functions and covert shifts of attention during processing non-symbolic proportions \[[@CR19]\]. In particular, the superior parietal lobe was repeatedly reported for non-symbolic number processing \[[@CR8], [@CR33], [@CR36], [@CR38]\] and suggested to host a visual-spatial representation of quantity \[[@CR21]\].

Moreover, higher activation of areas associated with cognitive control comprising, amongst others, MCC and SFG might indicate that accessing magnitude information of non-symbolic proportions required stronger involvement of cognitive control processes and performance monitoring than of symbolic proportions \[[@CR77]\]. Furthermore, we suggest that the involvement of the SFG might reflect the application of strategies for solving multi-step problems \[[@CR13]\]. Together with higher activation of areas subserving cognitive control, the right insula was suggested to be involved in initiating motivated behavior \[[@CR78]\], execution of responses \[[@CR79]\], and error processing (\[[@CR80]\]; see also \[[@CR13]\]).

Distance-related activation = magnitude-related representation? {#Sec28}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We also evaluated magnitude-related activation in proportion processing by specifically focusing on the neural correlates of distance in the respective presentation formats. Our findings indicated that processing relative magnitude of symbolic and non-symbolic proportions might not exclusively reflect domain-specific magnitude-related processing. Rather, our results suggest that the idea of a unique reflection of (relative) magnitude processing by distance may be too simplistic. In fact, magnitude processing of proportions might not only reflect specific processing of magnitude information, but may also reflect influences of other less domain-specific cognitive processes involved in distance-related processing. In particular, it seems that different presentation formats contain different cognitive components to different degrees. In the following, we will discuss these differing components as indicated by observed activation of associated brain areas in the current study.

### Activation in (intra)parietal cortex {#Sec29}

Bilateral IPS was repeatedly reported active for processing absolute magnitude \[[@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR16], [@CR37]\]. In line with this idea, we found that magnitude processing of *decimals* was associated with activation in the bilateral IPS, most probably reflecting the processing of number magnitude information \[[@CR8], [@CR61], [@CR64]\]. In fact, magnitude processing of decimals is very similar to processing absolute magnitude because skipping the leading 0 and just comparing the digits following the decimal point leads to a correct result \[[@CR64]\]. Thus, no computation of part-whole relations, and thus, relative magnitude is necessary to access magnitude information of decimals compared to the other presentation formats used in this study. Consequently, the involvement of intraparietal regions typically involved in processing absolute magnitude comes as no surprise.

In line with previous research, our data also revealed activation in right IPS for the magnitude processing of *fractions* \[[@CR41]\]. Because the right IPS was repeatedly reported to be activated during absolute number magnitude processing in number comparison tasks \[[@CR8], [@CR31], [@CR32], [@CR61]\], our data on the processing of relative magnitude extend these previous findings. In particular, our results indicate that in addition to absolute numerical magnitude, relative magnitude of symbolic proportions is also processed in the IPS. This is significant because additional computational steps may be necessary to access magnitude information of proportions. These findings, thus, further support previous results suggesting that the right IPS is systematically involved in the processing of number magnitude, regardless of number format \[[@CR8]\] or notation \[[@CR9]\].

For the magnitude processing of *dot patterns* we found activation in the bilateral SPL extending to the IPS in the right hemisphere, which has been repeatedly reported for non-symbolic number processing \[[@CR8], [@CR33], [@CR36], [@CR38]\]. While activation of the right IPS might indicate additional computations of part-whole relations necessary for accessing relative magnitude information, activation of bilateral SPL rather reflects the involvement of visuospatial functions such as saccades and covert shifts of attention \[[@CR19]\]. This finding seems plausible for this presentation format because eye-movements and attention shifts are particularly necessary to capture discrete quantities and the part-whole relation reflected by proportional dot patterns.

Moreover, we found activation in bilateral IPS and SPL for the magnitude processing in *pie charts*. It has been shown that bilateral IPS is activated during estimation strategies and approximation processes for symbolic and non-symbolic presentation formats \[[@CR34], [@CR81], [@CR82]\]. To a certain degree, activation in bilateral superior and inferior parietal lobes might also indicate the involvement of mental rotation strategies \[[@CR83], [@CR84]\]. Thus, parietal activation might reflect an additional distance effect caused by the angular degrees between the to-be-compared blue parts of the pie charts. However, as we found joint activation for all presentation formats in right IPS (with the other three formats not requiring mental rotation), parietal activation in magnitude processing of pie charts should reflect not only mental rotation strategies, but at least partially the processing of relative magnitude information as well. This might indicate the involvement of estimation, approximation and mental rotation strategies during accessing relative magnitude information for this specific presentation format.

### Activation in frontal cortex areas {#Sec30}

Furthermore, we observed activation in bilateral inferior and middle frontal gyrus as well as SMA for the magnitude processing of *fractions*. Activation in frontal areas is commonly associated with rather domain-general supplementary executive processes such as strategy choice and procedural planning in numerical cognition \[[@CR29], [@CR62], [@CR85]\]. Furthermore, increasing demands on working memory, performance monitoring, goal-directed problem solving, and interference control loads were associated with neural activation in a network comprising these frontal brain regions including IFG, ACC, MCC, and insula \[[@CR18], [@CR86], [@CR87]\]. Importantly, the insular-cingulate salience network which initiates control signals during arithmetic problem solving is anchored in the anterior insula and ACC \[[@CR19], [@CR88]\]. In line with this rationale, participants may have applied different strategies which involve executive processes for accessing relative magnitude information of fractions. Observed activation in frontal areas might reflect increasing demands on such executive processes during magnitude computation of fractions, and thus, might reflect the active magnitude computation of the given part-whole relation. These computations can be very demanding, and thus, lead to high loads on executive functions. Hence, activation of frontal areas might reflect aspects of difficulty in actually computing relative fraction magnitude and, consequently, additional computational strategies necessary for doing so.

Importantly, it was shown that context-dependent shifts in strategy might also cause differences in activation of frontal brain regions \[[@CR89]\]. Thus, frontal areas might be activated differently according to which strategy is applied for accessing relative magnitude information for the respective proportion and how high the demand on executive functions actually is. This is also reflected by the results of our conjunction analysis as we did not find joint frontal activation for all presentation formats. However, each presentation format elicited separate activation in specific frontal brain regions. Yet, these brain regions apparently did not overlap. Hence, different strategies seemed to be applied for accessing magnitude information of the respective presentation formats which, in turn, may have led to distinct activations in frontal areas.

Magnitude processing of *decimals* elicited activation in IFG, MFG and insula exclusively in the left hemisphere. IFG is typically involved in processing simple numerical tasks with low working memory or procedural requirements, while MFG and insula rather tend to support working memory systems and goal-directed attention maintenance \[[@CR13], [@CR18], [@CR23]\].

For *pie charts*, computations of part-whole relations and visual strategies might play a crucial role for accessing relative magnitude information. Again, applying these visual estimation strategies and computations might have led to increased working memory demands as reflected by activation of bilateral IFG \[[@CR90], [@CR91]\]. Thus, activation in bilateral IFG, bilateral MCC as well as bilateral insula observed for magnitude processing of *pie charts* may indicate the involvement of the salience network as well as working memory and goal-directed attention processes also in this presentation format \[[@CR19], [@CR88]\].

We observed activation in left ACC and the right SFG for the magnitude processing of *dot patterns*. These activations indicated specific demands on working memory and cognitive control when accessing magnitude information of proportional dot patterns \[[@CR13], [@CR41]\]. In particular, the involvement of the SFG may further reflect the generation of strategies for solving multi-step problems \[[@CR13]\]. Hence, to access magnitude information of proportional dot patterns, participants seem to apply multi-step strategies for summation and quantification of non-symbolic part-whole relations, which in turn lead to increased working memory and cognitive control demands.

### Activation of occipital brain areas {#Sec31}

Previous studies showed that high attentional loads in visual processing, encoding, and reanalysis, as well as visual manipulations evoke activations in occipital areas \[[@CR16], [@CR92], [@CR93]\]. We found activation in these brain regions for magnitude processing of both *pie charts* as well as *dot patterns*. Thus, accessing magnitude information of pie charts seems to recruit a wide range of executive processes and visual strategies, which are associated with a wide range of brain activations in fronto-parietal and occipital regions.

Magnitude processing of *dot patterns* was associated with activation of occipital brain regions involved in processing visual information. This activation in bilateral occipital gyri, thus, might reflect the specific processing demands on visual information to access magnitude information in this presentation format. Activation in visual cortex might be even stronger when participants drive their attention to a specific object, i.e. proportional dot patterns or pie charts \[[@CR94]\]. Thus, to derive relative magnitude information of dot patterns and pie charts participants seemed to strongly rely on visual strategies. In particular, accessing magnitude information for non-symbolic proportions might be associated with increasing visual processing demands, and thus, with increasing activation in visual areas.

Furthermore, we also found activation in the left occipital gyrus extending to fusiform gyrus, occipitotemporal areas as well as middle and superior temporal gyrus associated with magnitude processing of *decimals*. Interestingly, the ventral visual stream areas consisting, amongst others, of lateral occipital cortex, fusiform gyrus and inferior temporal cortex were co-activated with the IPS during arithmetic processing \[[@CR19]\]. In this context, activation in occipitotemporal regions including the fusiform gyrus might indicate the involvement of the visual number form area during magnitude processing \[[@CR62]\]. Although speculative, an explanation for this finding might be that participants had to visually encode more digits in trials with smaller distance. The smaller the distance, the further to the right in the digit string the decisive digit is to be found (e.g., .24\_.75 vs. .53\_.56). Thus, more digits had to be encoded visually to access the respective magnitude information. Visually encoding digits might in turn have led to increased activation in the visual number form area and the occipital gyrus. Additionally, activation in left superior temporal regions, which are typically involved in reading processes \[[@CR95], [@CR96]\], may reflect the connection between numerical symbols and their quantitative referents \[[@CR36]\]. Interestingly, however, we failed to find activation in the visual number form area associated with the magnitude processing of fractions. This might indicate that the difficulty of this specific presentation format and cognitive demands during the additional computational steps for accessing magnitude information of fractions might be predominant over visual encoding processes. Furthermore, although previous studies suggested that fractions are represented holistically in the human brain \[[@CR41]\], our results suggest that access to the magnitude information of a fraction seems to involve additional computational steps as reflected by activation of frontal working memory and cognitive control areas rather than a simple symbol-to-referent mapping. This might also explain why we did not observe any activation in the visual number form area for magnitude processing of fractions.

Practical implications of our study {#Sec32}
-----------------------------------

From a more practical perspective, the neurocognitive results presented here might indicate that a shared use of symbolic and non-symbolic presentation formats could be supportive for teaching and learning fractions because they activate a joint neural correlate reflecting abstract relative magnitude processing. Moreover, it is known that learning with multiple representations can enhance students' understanding of new concepts \[[@CR97]\]. However, teaching fractions currently focuses strongly on memorization of procedures and not on conceptual understanding \[[@CR98], [@CR99]\]. Yet, in order to choose the appropriate procedure to solve fraction problems, these procedures should be underpinned by good conceptual knowledge about fractions \[[@CR100]\]. An intervention study of Gabriel and colleagues \[[@CR6]\] showed that the use of non-symbolic presentation formats to represent and manipulate fractions improved students' conceptual understanding of fractions and their magnitudes. Additionally, an intelligent tutoring system as described by Rau and colleagues \[[@CR4]\] enhanced the conceptual understanding of fraction magnitude by specifically associating symbolic fractions with non-symbolic presentation formats. After working with this tutoring system as part of their regular mathematics instructions, 4th- and 5th-grade students improved significantly in their conceptual understanding of fractions (for an overview, see \[[@CR99]\]).

Although speculative, these positive effects when jointly using symbolic and non-symbolic presentation formats for teaching conceptual understanding of fractions, might be partly based on a shared neural correlate for relative magnitude processing. However, the benefit of jointly using symbolic and non-symbolic formats might be additionally driven by complementary mechanisms in relative magnitude processing of different presentation formats: in addition to the shared neural correlate, all presentation formats showed distinct and specific activation patterns in the current study, which points to different additional (sub)processes that are linked to each presentation format. Because these (sub)processes differ for all presentation formats, non-symbolic presentation formats might complement symbolic formats and vice versa for conceptual understanding. Thereby, children who do not excel at understanding a particular presentation format might be able to compensate for these difficulties by means of other formats. The processing pathways for the presentation formats seem to differ partially depending on the format but to finally converge to abstract magnitude processing in the right IPS.

Thus, the present findings seem to support previous findings of intervention studies on the conceptual understanding of fractions and proportions from a neurocognitive perspective and vice versa.

Conclusion {#Sec33}
==========

Regions around the IPS are commonly associated with the processing of absolute magnitude (e.g., \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\]). However, recent research indicated that also relative magnitude information is associated with activation in parietal brain regions \[[@CR41]--[@CR43], [@CR64]\]. Thus, brain areas involved in processing absolute magnitude of numbers were also activated during processing relative magnitude of symbolic fractions as well as non-symbolic proportions. Here, we investigated systematically whether the processing of symbolic and non-symbolic proportions draws on shared underlying neural correlates. Results of the present study indicated joint activation of specific occipito-parietal areas, including right IPS for both symbolic and non-symbolic proportions. In particular, the right IPS is associated with number magnitude processing \[[@CR8], [@CR9], [@CR32], [@CR61]\], while the occipital activation during magnitude processing rather reflects the higher order visual processing, which contributes to building semantic representations of quantity \[[@CR15], [@CR18], [@CR21]\]. Thus, our findings indicate a shared neural substrate for a format-independent, abstract concept of relative magnitude.

Yet, our results may also be influenced by task difficulty. Nevertheless, activations in the IPS cannot be attributed to task difficulty exclusively, but also reflected specific processing of relative magnitude information. Furthermore, influences of task difficulty might rather be reflected by observed activation in frontal areas due to increasing demands on executive functions. Interestingly, we did not observe joint frontal activation for all presentation formats although all presentation formats elicited significant activation in frontal brain regions. This might indicate that participants applied different strategies depending on the respective presentation format. For instance, while demands on cognitive control and working memory may be lower for magnitude processing of decimals, magnitude processing of fractions might rather be associated with additional computational steps, and thus, with higher demands on working memory and cognitive control. Furthermore, participants might use estimation strategies for magnitude processing of pie charts whereas summation and quantification strategies might support magnitude processing of dot patterns.

Nevertheless, the present data provide evidence for a shared neural correlate for processing relative magnitude, irrespective of symbolic or non-symbolic presentation format.
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